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IN THE U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Appl. No. : 12/387,661
Applicant : Jari LINDHOLMetal.
Filing date : May 5, 2009

TC/AU : 2819 (confirmation no. 2958)
Examiner : Crystal L. HAMMOND

Atty Docket : 863.0099.U1(US)
Customer No.: 29,683

Title : METHOD, APPARATUS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR POWER
CONTROL RELATED TO RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURES

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT

Sir:

In responseto the non-final Office Action dated October3, 2011, the Applicant hereby

amends the above-referenced application as follows:

Amendmentsto the Written Description: None.

Amendments to the Drawings: None.

Amendmentsto the Claims: begins at page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments: begins at page 9 of this paper.

Appendix: None. .

This Amendmentis filed within two months following the shortened statutory period for

reply recited in the referenced Office Action. The Applicants hereby petition for a two month

time extension and the undersigned representative authorizes the US Patent Office to deduct

the one-monthlate fee ($560) from Deposit Account No. 50-1924. Should the undersigned
representative be mistaken as to time or fee, please considerthis as a petition for an extension
of time necessary to effect his Amendment and/or charge Deposit Account No. 50-1924 for

any required fee deficiency.

03/05/2012 CCHAUL 00000047 501924 12387661
O1 FO:i252 560.00 DA
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, andlistings, of claims in this application.

1.(Original) A method comprising:

using a processorto initialize for i=0 a first power control adjustmentstate g(i) for an

uplink control channel and a second powercontrol adjustmentstate f(z) for an uplink shared

channel to each reflect an open loop power control error;

using the processor to computeaninitial transmit power for the uplink shared channel

using full pathloss compensation, wherein the initial transmit power depends on a preamble

powerof a first message sent on an access channel, and is initialized with the second power

control adjustmentstate f(0); and |
sending from a transmitter a third message on the uplink shared channelat the initial

transmit power.

2.(Original) The method according to claim 1, wherein the first message comprises a

random access request message, the method further comprising:

computing the preamble powerusing full pathloss compensation,

sending from the transmitter on the access channel the first message and in response

receiving at a receiver a second message that comprises an allocation of resources on which

the third messageis sent; .
and after sending the third message, the method further comprises using the processor to

compute an updated transmit power for the uplink shared channel using fractional power

control and sending from the transmitter a subsequent message on the uplink shared channel

using the updated transmit power.

3.(Original) The method according to claim 1, wherein the second power control

_ adjustmentstate f(i) for i=0 is initialized as:

Py _ue_puscy + f(0) = APoc + AP,rampup ?
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wherein: Py _ve_puscn i8 a power control constant for the uplink shared channel that is

specific for a user equipment executing the method;

AP.mp 18 @ tamp-up powerfor preamble transmissions; and

AP, iS a power control command indicated in a second message that is

received in response to sending the first message.

4,(Previously Presented) The method according to claim 1, wherein the first power

control adjustmentstate g(7) for i=0 is initialized as:

Py_ue_puccy + &(0) = APoc + APampup 3

wherein: Poyspuccy 18 @ power control constant for the uplink control channel power thatis

specific for a user equipment executing the method.

5.(Original) The method according to claim 4, wherein P,ys _pyscx = Pouepuccn =O When

computinginitial values at i=0 of power control states for the respective shared and control

channels.

6.(Previously Presented) The method according to claim 1,

wherein the initial transmit power P,msgs Of the third messagefor i=O is equalto:

Pursg3 = min {Prax » P,eamble + Ao,preamble _Msg3 + Apc _Msg3 + 10log,o (Mpuscu (Z)) + Avr: (TF(i))} >

in which: P,,,, is a maximum allowed transmission power;

Ppreamble is the preamble powerofthe first message;

Moyscy(@is determined from an uplink resource allocation of a second message

received in response to sending the first message;

A,-(7F(2)is calculated from received signaling;

A vc_ megs 18 indicated by a power control commandreceivedat the receiver; and
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A is an offset from the preamble power.0, preamble _ Msg 3

7.(Original) A method according to claim 6, further comprising, after sending the third

message, using the processor to compute an updated transmit power for the shared uplink

channel using fractional power control and sending from the transmitter a subsequent
message on the uplink shared channel using the updated transmit power, wherein the updated
transmit power Pruscy (2) 1s equal to:

Pruscu @) = min {Pax 210 10g 19 M4puscn () + Popuscu (7) + @ > PL + Age (TF(A)) + f@};

wherein: Popuscu (/) is calculated from received signaling,

@ or anindication of @ is received in signaling, and

PL is path loss that is estimated from received signaling.

8.(Original) The method according to claim 7, wherein @ =1 for the third message and for

all retransmissions of the third message indicating full pathloss compensation, and @ <1 for

messages after the third message and all retransmissions of the third message indicating

fractional pathloss compensation.

9.(Original) |The method according to claim 8, executed by a user equipment,

and wherein the third message comprises an indication of a power difference between the

initial transmit power which is computed using full pathloss compensation and a fractional

pathloss computation ofthe initial transmit power.

10.(Original) A computer readable memory storing a computer program that when executed

by a processor results in actions comprising:

initializing for i=O a first power control adjustment state g(i) for an uplink control

channel and a second accumulation power control adjustmentstate f(i) for an uplink shared

channelto each reflect an open loop powercontrol error;

computing an initial transmit power for the uplink shared channel using full pathloss

compensation, wherein the initial transmit power depends on a preamble power ofa first
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